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Abstract

Working memory and choice encoding in medial prefrontal cortex of rats performing a

spatial double alternation task.

by

Mathew Leonard

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Michael DeWeese, Chair

Neural correlates of working memory, errors, and response choice were identified in the
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of rats performing a spatial delayed double alternation
task. The mPFC of rats has been associated with attention, working memory, emotional
control, and other executive functions. Lesioning or inactivation of mPFC, the prelim-
bic (PL) and infralimbic (IL) areas in particular, have been shown to produce significance
decreases in performance of delayed response tasks. Previous recording experiments have
found examples of neurons in mPFC that have elevated and selective activity during the
delay period. However, these experiments have been quite simple compared to experiments
in monkeys. For instance, many experiments in rats have used spatial alternation tasks but
none have been able to successfully separate coding for past spatial goals from coding for
future spatial goals. The aim of the experiment reported here was to develop a task with
complexity similar to what is found in primate research and to record from mPFC as the
rats performed the task. We developed a delayed double alternation, in which rats must
respond in a left-left-right-right pattern. This task requires the rats to store and recall at
least two items of information to receive rewards. After training rats to perform the task,
we recorded from mPFC of awake behaving rats using chronically implanted tetrodes. We
found groups of neurons encoding past goals, future goals, switch-stay strategy, and response
errors. Encoding for past goals and future goals are performed by two separate, but over-
lapping, ensembles of neurons. Anatomically, the mPFC is involved in neural circuits which
serve to integrate internal and external stimuli into behavioral actions. Our results reveal a
functional integration of the past, present, and future into action.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our ability to store and manipulate information over short time scales is known as working
memory [Baddeley, 1992]. It is important in language comprehension, reading, planning,
and reasoning, to name a few. Working memory is also deeply involved in planned behavior
in that the stored information is combined with internal goals to produce motor actions
[Miller and Cohen, 2001]. The prefrontal cortex, the area associated with attention, working
memory, and other cognitive functions, has been a focused site of research for understanding
how we turn input stimuli into output actions. Along these lines, studies of primates (includ-
ing humans) with prefrontal cortex lesions have been used to identify the brain structures
necessary for working memory. How the information is actually stored by neuronal activity
has been investigated using electrophysiology methods, almost exclusively in non-human pri-
mates. These studies have recently been extended into rodent models, such as in this work
with rats.

1.1 Working memory in primates

Humans with frontal lobe lesions are known to have difficulty performing tasks requiring
working memory (WM). Freedman and Oscar-Berman [Freedman and Oscar-Berman, 1986]

found that patients with bilateral frontal lobe lesions were impaired when performing a de-
layed response (DR) task and a delayed alternation (DA) task with delays of up to 60 s. Chao
and Knight [Chao and Knight, 1995] used an auditory delayed match to sample (DMTS)
task to test the working memory of patients with frontal lobe lesions. At the beginning of
each trial, a cue sound was played, followed by a delay period, then a second sound. The
subjects decided if the second sound was the same sound they heard before the delay. On
some trials, distracting noise was played during the delay period. The auditory distractors
strongly impaired the performance of patients with frontal lobe lesions compared to nor-
mal controls. When the delay interference wasn’t present, the patients with frontal lesions
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Chapter 1. Introduction

were much less impaired. Ptito et al. [Ptito et al., 1995] used a spatial working memory
task where subjects had to remember the location of a dot flashed on a computer screen.
Subjects counted backwards during the delay on some trials, serving as a distractor. Some
trials allowed the subjects to respond immediately. On these trials, patients with prefrontal
lesions performed equally as well as the control subjects. However, including a delay period
impaired the lesion group relative to the control group, with the effect exacerbated by the
counting interference. The subset of patients with lesions encroaching on Area 46 (analo-
gous to dorsal-lateral PFC in monkeys, known to be involved with WM), performed worse
than the controls regardless of task variables such as delay length or interference. Similarly,
monkeys with PFC lesions were impaired while performing a DR task with room lights on,
but performed nearly perfectly in total darkness [Malmo, 1942], suggesting that distractors
in the room were the source of the impairment.

An early experiment by Jacobsen [Jacobsen, 1936] studied the effects of PFC damage
in non-human primates on a delayed response (DR) task. A reward was hidden in one
of two locations visible to the monkey, then the locations were hidden from the monkeys
view for a short period of time. After the delay, the locations were presented again for
the monkeys to indicate where the reward was hidden previously. Jacobsen found that
bilateral lesions of PFC resulted in decreased performance on this task, while lesions of
other cortical areas (temporal, premotor, postcentral, or parietal regions) had no effect.
Neither were the lesioned animals impaired on a visual discrimination response task, sug-
gesting that the effects were mostly isolated to spatial short-term memory. Many exper-
iments have subsequently demonstrated that damage to the PFC, particularly the dorsal-
lateral PFC (dlPFC), impairs performance on DR tasks [Goldman et al., 1971; Gentile, 1972;
Kojima et al., 1982]. Recordings from the dlPFC of awake, behaving monkeys performing
DR tasks found stimulus neurons with sustained activity during the delay period before the
response [Fuster and Alexander, 1971; Niki, 1974a; Niki, 1974b]. These delay firing neurons
maintain information across many modalities: visual [Fuster et al., 1982; Miller et al., 1996],
auditory [Bodner et al., 1996], tactile [Romo et al., 1999], spatial [Kubota and Niki, 1971;
Funahashi et al., 1989], and temporal [Genovesio et al., 2009]. The sustained activity is a
commonality among different types of DR tasks and among modalities. Still, even though
neuronal correlates of working memory have been seen frequently, there is still a question
of the precise role of dlPFC in working memory. In a study of monkey dlPFC and the
anterior inferotemporal cortex (AIT), an area associated with visual memory, the authors
lesioned one cortical area or the other: lesioning dlPFC reduced the number of visual items
the subjects could recall but not the retention duration, whereas lesioning AIT reduced the
retention duration but not the number of items recalled [Petrides, 2000]. This suggests that
dlPFC serves a monitoring and retrieval function, rather than a maintenance role, while the
actual information is stored in sensory cortices. The dlPFC is also known to be involved in
attention, indeed, individual neurons with both attention and working memory correlates
have been found [Messinger et al., 2009].
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Further research in primates indicates that many neurons have stimulus selective activity
during the delay, but demonstrate a wide variety of complex time-dependent activity, not
necessarily sustained throughout the delay [Brody et al., 2003; Jun et al., 2010; Kojima and
Goldman-Rakic, 1982]. It is then likely that the neural encoding of objects is dependent
on the length of the delay period. In the dlPFC, excitatory transmission induces synaptic
facilitation, where as in sensory areas it mostly depressing [Markram et al., 1998; Thomson,
1997; Wang et al., 2006]. Reasoning that the object information is likely stored somewhere
other than spike activity, Mongillo et al. [Mongillo et al., 2008] developed a model where
the object encoding is stored in the synaptic connection strength between PFC neurons.
In the model, an ensemble of neurons is activate by the stimulus at the cue presentation,
driving synaptic facilitation within the ensemble. An external input to the entire network
increases the activity of all neurons over time, but only synaptic facilitation within the
encoded ensemble produce large output activity. Using recordings of dlPFC neurons from
monkeys performing a somatosensory discrimination task, Machens et al. [Machens et al.,
2010] found that most of the variance in neuronal activity can be explained by a linearly
increasing timing signal over the delay period. The synaptic encoding model was applied to
the same data with encouraging results [Barak et al., 2010]. Neurons with time-dependent
activity have also been recorded from the mPFC of rats performing a delayed alternation
task [Horst and Laubach, 2012] and preference for synaptic facilitation compared to synaptic
depression has been seen in ferret and rat PFC neurons as well [Wang et al., 2006].

1.2 Working memory in rats

The dorsal lateral PFC of primates doesn’t exist in rats [Wise, 2008], but the medial PFC of
rats appears to be at least analogous, if not homologous [Leonard, 1969; Uylings et al., 2003].
An early experiment involving rat medial PFC showed that lesioning of the area impaired
performance on a delayed response task [Kolb et al., 1974]. In the task, the rats were placed
in a cage in the middle of the arena. A cueing light and a food delivery tray were placed
on opposite sides of the arena. One cueing light would be lit, then extinguished. After a
variable delay period, the rat would have to go to the food tray where the light had been
to receive a reward. Once the rats were able to perform correctly 18 of 20 trials, they were
separated into three groups: control, orbital frontal (OF) lesions, and medial frontal (MF)
lesions. After recovering for 3 weeks, the rats were tested again on the delayed response
task. All groups were unable to perform the task on the first day, but the control and OF
groups improved over 10 sessions of testing to correctly respond at delays of 5-6 seconds.
However, the MF group never improved past a delay of roughly 1 second over 10 sessions.
The MF group of rats made more preservative errors (responding repeatedly to the same
incorrect side) and non-perservative errors. Later, Kolb et al. investigated the effects of
medial PFC lesions on performance of various tasks [Kolb et al., 1994], including a delayed
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non-match to sample “Aggleton” task [Shaw and Aggleton, 1993]. He reported that ”the
frontal [lesion] rats had no difficulty in learning the Aggleton task without a delay, but once a
delay was imposed during which the stimulus was no longer visible, the animals were severely
impaired.” Again, this exhibits a deficit in working memory - information maintained over a
delay used in performing goal-directed actions. As well as being involved in working memory,
the prefrontal cortex of rats is know to be involved in various executive functions, such as
attention (see [Kesner and Churchwell, 2011] for a review).

Studies of working memory in rats have taken the form of delayed response tasks, such as
the radial arm maze, the T-maze, delayed alternation (DA), and delayed-match-to-sample
(DMTS) tasks (for a more broad review see [Dudchenko, 2004]). One of the first tests of
short-term memory in rodents was performed by Walter S. Hunter [Hunter, 1913]. Rats
were placed in a behavior box behind a screen, facing the opposite wall where three lights
were placed behind screens. One light would be illuminated briefly, then turned off. After
a delay period the screen was lifted in front of the rat allowing it to respond to one of the
three cue doors. The rat received a reward if it entered the previously cued door. Hunter
found that rats were able to remember the cued door at delays up to 10s, but in all cases,
the rats oriented their bodies towards to correct door. With this strategy, working memory
isn’t required to perform this task.

Many years later, the neuronal responses in mPFC of rats performing a very similar task
were studied [Batuev et al., 1990]. Rats were placed in a box, behind a screen, with two
doors and lights on the opposite wall. Again, the rats were required to remember which door
was cued by the lights and respond there for a reward. Neurons encoding response errors,
and spatially selective neurons during the delay and response periods. However, as with the
previously mentioned study, these results are questionably related to working memory since
the rats likely used body orientation to perform the task.

The radial arm maze was developed by Olton and Samuelson to study short-term mem-
ory in rats [Olton DS, 1976]. The radial arm maze consists of a platform with eight arms
extending radially outward from the center. Food rewards are placed at the end of each arm.
Olton and Samuelson observed that rats often enter each arm only once, never returning to
previously visited arms. This suggests that the rats are able to remember which locations
they had visited, supposedly involving working memory. By removing the rats from the
maze after the third arm then replacing them after some time, a delay period during which
the memory must be retained is introduced. Experiments have found that rats can correctly
avoid previously visited arms after a 60 minute delay, reaching chance at 120 minutes [Bol-
huis JJ, 1986]. Recordings in mPFC of rats performing a radial arm maze task found cells
with modulated activity as rats entered the arms and as they received rewards [de Saint
Blanquat et al., 2010]. The authors suggest that neurons tag previously visited arms so as to
avoid exploring down them later. However, after Suzuki manipulated landmarks outside the
maze during the delay period, they found that rats performed at chance [Suzuki S, 1980].
The rats seem to remember locations relative to extramaze landmarks when performing the
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radial arm task. Due to the extreme memory retention duration and dependence on land-
marks, we don’t consider the radial arm maze to be a good test of working memory function.
Instead, we liken it to the memory process used when recalling where your car is parked.

Spatial selectivity of neurons in PL was studied in rats freely moving about a circular
arena [Poucet, 1997]. Since PL receives input from the hippocampus, and the hippocampus is
home to spatially selective place cells, it is reasonable to look in PL for spatial firing patterns.
The rats’ head positions and directions were recorded, along with neuronal activity, as the
rats moved about the arena. Of the cells they recorded, none were found to be selective
for any locations, nor for head angle. However, neuronal activity was modulated during
exploratory or food-searching behaviors. Later, the same experiment was performed, but an
unmarked area of the arena triggered food release (the trigger zone) at a different unmarked
area (the landing zone) [Hok et al., 2005]. Rats were required to hold in the trigger zone for
at least 2 seconds to receive a reward. Then, to receive another reward, they had to leave
the trigger zone for at least 3 seconds. Neurons encoding the location of both the trigger
zone and land zones were found in mPFC, even though the previous study found no spatial
selective cells. It seems that neurons in mPFC are spatially selective only if locations in
space are behaviorally relevant. The experiment was designed such that the reward location
was separate from the goal location. This allowed Hok et al. to show that more mPFC
neurons were selective for the goal location than the reward location.

Most electrophysiological studies of working memory in rat mPFC involve delayed alter-
nation tasks. Baeg et al. recorded from PL/IL of rats performing delayed alternation on
a figure-eight maze [Baeg et al., 2003]. Food rewards were delivered in both side arms and
in the central section. Rats were rewarded only if they moved through alternating arms,
left-center-right-center-left- and so on. Neurons in PL/IL were found with elevated activity
during the delay period, when the rats received a reward in the central section. Roughly
10% of the recorded neurons had continuously elevated activity during the delay period.
However, these delay firing neurons were not necessary to decode goal choice. Also, postural
cues weren’t controlled for in the delay period, that is, the rats could use their body direction
to direct them to the next goal. As is the case with all single alternation tasks, it is not
possible to discern modulation due to previous goals from future goals.

Horst and Laubach developed a spatial alternation task which constrains the rats position
in the delay period [Horst and Laubach, 2009; Horst and Laubach, 2012]. In this task, rats
alternated between three ports, two on one wall and the third on the center of the opposite
wall between two barriers. The center port served as the reward port and the two side ports
as the response goals. The rats alternated between the side ports, returning to the center port
to receive rewards for successful performance. In the first experiment, Horst and Laubach
injected the PL/IL areas with muscimol, a GABA receptor agonist. Rats injected with
muscimol performed at chance, while control rats injected with saline continued to perform
at near 100% correct responses. The inactivation did not lead to repeated responding at an
incorrect location, supporting previous findings [Dunnett et al., 1999]. The increased error
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rate was associated with more variable and longer delay periods between trials. Similar to
previous experiments, PL/IL appeared to be necessary for spatial tasks involving working
memory. Horst and Laubach followed up the inactivation experiment by recording from
mPFC while rats performed the task [Horst and Laubach, 2012]. They found neurons with
spatially selective activity at both reward (center) and choice (side) ports. Neurons encoding
response errors were also found, as well as neurons which encoded the time since the previous
trial.

The medial PFC of rats, mainly identified by reciprocal connections with the medial
dorsal nucleus (MD) of the thalamus, consists of four main cortical areas: medial agranular
(AGm), anterior cingulate (AC), prelimbic (PL), and infralimbic (IL). Sensory information
across all modalities are received in the mPFC via AGm and AC, which then send projec-
tions to PL, and to a lesser extent, IL [Hoover and Vertes, 2007]. Recently, neurons in the
AGm have been found to encode preparation and/or planning of motor actions [Erlich et al.,
2011], suggesting that this information is also available to PL. The prelimbic (PL) and infral-
imbic (IL) areas project to the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), and the NAcc sends projections
back to PL/IL through the ventral pallidum (VP) then through the medial dorsal nucleus
(MD), forming the “limbic loop” [Vertes, 2006]. The PL area has reciprocal connections
with the ventral tegmental area (VTA), an area that sends dopamine projects to PL, NAcc,
ventral pallidum (VP), and is strongly involved in reward feelings. Also, the hippocampus
projects to PL, supporting the area’s involvement in memory and spatial reasoning [Vertes,
2006]. Finally, PL projects to much of the striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen) signify-
ing it’s importance in producing voluntary behavior [Vertes, 2004]. Taken all together, the
mPFC of rats, and the PL area in particular, are situated such that internal stimuli (moti-
vation/rewards/memories) and external stimuli (spatial/visual/auditory) are integrated into
behavior.

1.3 Present study

Lesioning or inactivation of the prelimbic (PL) and infralimbic (IL) area is known to impair
the performance of rats on delayed response tasks [Brito et al., 1982; Horst and Laubach,
2009; Delatour and Gisquet-Verrier, 1996; Granon et al., 1994; Chudasama and Muir, 1997].
Therefore, most working memory studies in rodents have targeted the PL/IL regions of
medial PFC. Along with inactivation and lesioning studies, electrophysiological record-
ings from rat mPFC, PL in particular, have found neurons with delay period activity on
delayed response tasks [Baeg et al., 2003; Horst and Laubach, 2012; Jung et al., 1998;
Fujisawa et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2002]. However, the results of DA tasks are ambiguous
because apparent encoding of goals might be explained by behavioral variability [Euston and
McNaughton, 2006], that is, slightly different trajectories taken during the task might give
rise to apparent working memory encoding. Also, rats are known to use postural cues to
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PL

VTA

NAcc VP

MDHFAGm

Sensory

C-P

“Limbic Loop”

Figure 1.1: Schematic of prelimbic connections with other brain regions. Abbreviations: AGm:
Medial Agranular cortex; C-P: Caudate-Putamen, Striatum; HF: Hippocampal Field; MD: Medial
Dorsal nucleus; NAcc: Nucleus Accumbens; PL: Prelimbic; VP: Ventral Pallidum; VTA: Ventral
Tegmental Area.

indicate future behaviors in these types of tasks, such as pointing their body in the direc-
tion of the appropriate goal during the delay [Hunter, 1913; Chudasama and Muir, 1997;
Ennaceur et al., 1997]. Lastly, previous experiments have not been capable of discerning
encoding for past spatial goals from encoding for future spatial goals, that is, ”I came from
here” compared to ”I am going to there.”

To address these issues, we developed a spatial delayed double alternation task. The rats
were placed on a raised platform with three ports aligned on one wall. Rats performed the
task by entering the center port and holding for 250-350 ms to initiate a trial, then choosing
and moving to one of the side ports where they received water rewards. Correct responses
resulting in rewards followed a left-left-right-right pattern. Since a past goal, left for example,
can be followed by either left or right future goals, a rats posture in the center port does not
relay information about the correct reward port. With four possible trajectories, e.g. left to
right (LR), trials can be grouped by past goal (LL, LR vs. RR, RL), by future goal (RL, LL
vs. LR, RR), and by switch-stay trials (LR, RL vs. RR, LL), allowing us to separate memory
from planning. Finally, approximately half of the trials were cued using a white noise burst
from speakers positioned to the sides of the platform. The other trials were uncued, that is,
identical sounds played from both speakers such that no information about the correct port
was given to the rat. By doing this we intended to control for behavioral variability, because
the rats made the same movements in two different contexts.

To our knowledge, no electrophysiological recordings from animals performing a double
alternation have been made. Indeed, few experiments using the double alternation paradigm
exist at all. The earliest convincing results from a double alternation task came from an
experiment performed by Schlosberg and Katz [Schlosberg and Katz, 1943]. In this ex-
periment, each rat was allowed access to a single lever for 12 hours a day. Food rewards
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were given for each successful LLRR or UUDD pattern of lever presses, even when incorrect
presses were made in-between correct responses. Over four months, Schlosberg and Katz
were able to train 10 of 12 rats to their criteria for successful performance. Over time, the
rats made fewer errant lever presses during the LLRR pattern and were able to correctly
respond around 60% of the time. Of the best performing rat, Scholsberg and Katz reported:

... Rat 2 was the most consistent performer we have had. After two months of
training he was given a 9-day test-period, and made the following scores on the
first 50 trials of each session: 90%, 52%, 76%, 80%, 90%, 76%, 83%, 88%, 92%.
He was then given a rest of 10 days without further training on the lever. When
training was again started he scored 76% on the first day, and 96% on the eighth.
He remained above 90% for a week of further tests.

Then, in a footnote:

Professor Hunter then damaged a small portion of the right frontal lobe. When
retraining was started 10 days after the operation, the rat showed fairly complete
loss of the habit. Unfortunately the animal caught his head between the bars of
the cage and choked to death after the third session.

There are many possible strategies for performing the double alternation task, but at
minimum, a subject needs to retain and recall at least two pieces of information. A possible
strategy is to switch or repeat reward ports on subsequent trials. That is, an LL trial requires
the rat to repeat the goal, the next trial, LR, requires the rat to switch goals. This strategy
also requires rats to recall the past goal to correctly choose the future goal. Using the double
alternation task, we assessed how neural activity in mPFC encoded past goals, future goals,
and switch-stay trials. We found that some neurons encoded the past goal in the delay period,
when the rats move from the past reward port to the center port, but most strongly during
the center hold period. Just before the rats left the center port, a small group of neurons
became selective for switch-stay trials, suggesting that rats use a switch-stay strategy when
performing the task. Shortly after rats chose to switch or stay, another group of neurons
encoded the planned future goal as the rats approached the goal. These results suggest the
rats performed the double alternation task using the strategy described above, by recalling
the previous goal and choosing to switch or repeat goals. We also found evidence that past
goals and future goals are represented by separate but overlapping ensembles of neurons and
that these ensembles exhibit different goal preferences.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Subjects

Four male Long-Evans rats were trained on the delayed double alternation task. The rats had
restricted access to water during training and testing, while food was available ad libitum.
When performing the task, the rats were rewarded with water, which was supplemented
afterwards in their home cages. All procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley).

2.2 Behavioral Task

We trained rats to perform a spatial delayed double alternation (DDA) task. All training
took place in a raised rectangular arena inside a soundproof box. The arena was open on three
sides. The forth side contained three plastic ports arranged linearly. Each port contained
an IR LED and a photodiode arranged on opposite sides. A computer system tracked the
photodiode current to determine when the rats poked into the ports. The two side ports
delivered 10 µl water drops from valves controlled via computer. Rats were water deprived
for approximately 24 hours before training so the water drops were given as rewards.

On the first day of training, rats learned to receive water rewards from the side ports
by poking their noses into the ports. The following one to two weeks, the rats learned to
initiate trials by poking into the center port and getting rewards from the side ports. One
side port was covered at a time, leaving the center port and the remaining side port open.
The rats were required to hold in the center ports for 250-350 ms, randomly chosen each
trial, before a go sound would play, then nose poke into to the open side port. Once rats
were able to initiate more than 100 trials in an hour, the open port was covered and the
rats were trained to receive rewards from the other port. After rats were able to initiate
trials and respond to both reward ports, we began training them on a localization task.
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Chapter 2. Methods

Two speakers were located on the sides of the area, to the right and to the left of the ports.
Bursts of white noise lasting 100 ms played from one speaker indicating the reward port, e.g.
noise from the left speaker indicated a reward would be given from the left port. These were
considered to be cued trials, as the response goal was cued by the location of the auditory
stimulus. The rats were given 30 seconds to make a choice after initiating a trial, otherwise
the trial was counted as spoiled. The intertrial interval wasn’t controlled, rats were allowed
to perform trials as fast or as slow as they could initiate new ones. The trials followed a
double alternation pattern, left-left-right-right (LLRR). If a rat made an incorrect response,
the correct goal was repeated on the next trial.

Once rats performed this localization task above 75% performance (75% correct re-
sponses), blocks of uncued trials were added in. On uncued trials, the same white noise
stimulus as on cued trials played from both speakers, such that the rats had no information
about the correct response. The full DDA task consisted of alternating blocks of cued and
uncued trials, the LLRR pattern continuing in each block. When the uncued trials were first
introduced, blocks of cued trials lasted 10 correct responses, while blocks of uncued trials
lasted 4 correct responses. After a week, the uncued block length was increased to 6 trials,
then to 8 trials after another week. Finally, the cued block length was decreased to 8 cor-
rect trials, while the uncued block length increased to 10 correct trials. Once a rat reached
75% performance on uncued trials with these block lengths, we performed an implantation
surgery on the rat.

2.3 Surgical Procedure

A mixture of ketamine (90 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) was injected i.p. as initial
anesthesia. Injections of muscimol (1.5 mg/kg) and Baytril (5 mg/kg) were given subcuta-
neously. The scalp was shaved and sterilized with iodine and ethanol. During the surgery,
anesthesia was sustained with isoflurane (0.25%-0.75% of O2 at 0.5 L/s flow). Under sterile
conditions, the skull was exposed above the parietal, temporal, and frontal plates. Stainless
steel screws were inserted into holes drilled into the cranium, two in the parietal plate, two
in the right temporal plate, one in the left temporal plate, and one in the right half of the
frontal plate. We performed a craniotomy centered 3 mm rostral from bregma above the
left medial PFC. The craniotomy was rectangular, extending 2 mm in the rostral-caudal
direction, and from the midline to 1.5 mm laterally. After removing the dura, tetrodes were
inserted into cortex 0.5 mm laterally from the midline at an angle of approximately 5◦ to-
ward the midline to a depth of 1 mm from the surface of the cortex. The craniotomy was
covered with agar. Afterwards, we covered the tetrode drive and skull screws with dental
acrylic (methyl methacrylate). Post-surgery, the rat received a subcutaneous injection of
buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg) immediately, then 12 hours later. On the second and third day,
the rat received a subcutaneous injection of muscimol (1.5 mg/ml).
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Figure 2.1: Task schematic, showing a cartoon of a rat performing the task and the task time
course. Three ports are arranged linearly on one wall of a platform. Trials are initiated when the
rat pokes its nose into the center port and holds there for 250-350 ms. Then, a 100 ms duration
go sound plays, from either the left or the right speaker for cued trials, or from the left and right
speakers for uncued trials. Responses are made to the side ports where a nose poke into the
correct port results in a water reward. Correct goal ports follow a L-L-R-R pattern for both cued
and uncued trials.
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2.4 Tetrodes and tetrode drives

We used tetrodes, four electrode wires twisted together, to record electrical signals from the
cortex. Each wire in a tetrode was 12 µm in diameter and insulated with polyamide. This
wire is available on Amazon.com, search for ”tetrode wire.” One 50 cm long strand was
drawn out, then cut in half. The halves were draped over a rod such that there were four
equal length strands hanging down. A magnetic stirring rod was clipped to the end of the
wires, then hung above a stirring plate. The rod was spun at approximately 60 rpm, for 3
minutes. Afterwards, a heat gun was used to melt the electrode insulation.

Movement of tetrodes after implantation was achieved using a custom-built tetrode drive.
An HDMI connector was soldered to a custom designed PCB. Each pin of the HDMI con-
nector was connected to a hole in the board. Individual wires of each tetrode are pinned into
the holes with gold pins. A potentiometer was opened to expose the shuttle, then epoxied to
the board. Polyamide support tubes (0.13 mm I.D., 0.2 mm O.D.) were glued to the shuttle
then passed into larger guide polyamide tubes (0.25 mm I.D., 0.31 mm O.D.) which are glued
to the potentiometer casing. The four tetrodes are then passed through the support tubes,
then through the guide tubes, and glued into place in the support tubes. All exposed wire
was covered with scrap plastic and then dental acrylic.

The impedance of each wire was tested using a nanoZ (Tucker-Davis Technologies). To
lower the impedance, we plated the electrodes with gold. Each tetrode was trimmed with a
pair of serrated scissors. Then, the tips were immersed in 80 µL gold plating solution (Sifco
Process Gold Non-Cyanide Plating Solution) mixed with 240 µL polyethylene glycol (PEG,
1 g/L) [Ferguson et al., 2009]. Using the nanoZ, we passed 0.074 µA through each electrode
until the impedance was lowered to approximately 300 kΩ.

2.5 Electrophysiological Recordings

Starting a week after the surgery, we recorded from rats while they performed the DDA task.
A (Cyberlinks) neural signal processor recorded the voltage from all four tetrodes, sixteen
signals in total, sampled at 30 kHz. Detecting spikes from the data occurred offline using
custom code (available at https://github.com/mcleonard/spikesort). The raw data from
each channel was filtered from 300 Hz to 6000 kHz to remove the local field potential (LFP)
and high frequency noise. The common average reference (CAR) was subtracted from each
channels data to remove artifacts and noise [Ludwig et al., 2009]. Then, to detect spikes in
the processed data, a voltage threshold was automatically set to:

thr = 4 ∗ σn σn = median

{
|x|

0.6745

}
where x is the filtered data and σn is an estimate of the standard deviation of the noise
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[Quiroga et al., 2004]. For each threshold crossing, a 1 ms window was censored afterward
to reject multiple detections. We then formed tetrode waveforms by concatenating spike
waveforms occurring simultaneously from the four electrodes in one tetrode.

2.6 Spike sorting

The tetrode waveforms were then clustered using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). First,
we used Principle Components Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality and identify
features accounting for the most variance. Each waveform was reduced to the first ten PCA
components, containing roughly 80% of the variance. A GMM was then fit to the reduced
waveforms. The best model was found by fitting models with varying numbers of clusters,
from 5 to 30 then accepting the model with the smallest Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC). The clusters were visually inspected to identify putative neurons. The refractory
period of neurons is reflected in the autocorrelation of spike times by a decrease in frequency
at low (3-10 ms) inter-spike intervals (ISIs). Therefore, clusters without reduced counts at
low ISIs are most likely occurring from noise or multiple neurons. A cluster with a clear dip
in the autocorrelation is considered to contain spikes coming from a single neuron. Inspection
of the cross-correlation of spike times between clusters allowed identifying clusters of spikes
originating from the same putative neuron. An example of sorted spikes is shown in Figure
2.2.

We synchronized the behavior and electrophysiology data using the stimulus onset for
each trial. The current driving the speakers was recorded as an analog signal in the electro-
physiology data. The behavior tracking system kept records of the stimulus onset times as
well. Using these time points, we synchronized the electrophysiology and behavior data and
were able to calculate spike times relative to behavioral events.

2.7 Histology

To identify the location of the recording sites, we lesioned the brain matter around the tetrode
tips and then performed histology to identify lesion areas. After recording was completed,
we lesioned the area of the brain around the recording electrodes by applying a 3 µA current
into the brain tissue. The tetrodes were raised by 1 mm, then the area around the new
location was lesioned again. This process was repeated until the tetrodes were out of the
brain. Then, the brain was extracted and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, then transferred to
a solution of 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PBS. Using a cryostat (Leica CM3050 S), we sliced the
brain into 50 µm coronal sections. Each slice was stained with cresyl violet to demonstrate
Nissl substance in the neuron cell bodies. The histology ended up being inconsistent, and
lesions were not readily apparent in inspected slices. The edges of the slices often came
loose from the slides and folded over onto the rest of the section during the staining process.
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A

B

C

Figure 2.2: Four clusters found from one tetrode during one recording session. A, Sampled
waveforms and mean waveform. B, spike time autocorrelation for each cluster. C, scatter plot
of tetrode waveforms projected into PCA space, showing the first three PCA components.
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The amount of staining was inconsistent across slices on the same slides as some slices were
lighter than others. However, we did verify tetrode placement when possible.

2.8 Data Analysis

Data analysis was done using Python and various packages. All code and the IPython Note-
book containing the analysis in this paper are available at https://github.com/mcleonard/.
Peri-event histograms were calculated for analysis of neuron activity. The activity for each
trial was represented by a binary spike train. For each trial, the spike train was convolved
with a 30 ms wide normalized Gaussian kernel. The final peri-event histogram was found by
averaging over trials.

2.9 Duration of memory retention

To calculate the maximum duration of memory retention, we calculated the performance,
percent correct trials, for increasing delay durations. We then trained a Bayesian model on
the performance data to calculate the delay duration where performance reached chance.
The data, y, was modeled with a normal distribution, with parameters µ and σ. A switch
point, τ , was introduced which models the delay duration, t, where performance reaches
chance (50% performance). The parameter µ was specified before the switch point τ as a
linear function of α1 and β1, and after the switch point as a linear function of α2 and β2.
The priors were chosen to be as objective as possible as specified below:

y ∼ Normal(µ, σ2)

µ =

{
α1 ∗ t+ β1 if t < τ

α2 ∗ t+ β2 if t ≥ τ

α1,2 ∼ Normal(0, 0.01)

β1,2 ∼ Uniform(0, 100)

τ ∼ DiscreteUniform(0, 20)

σ ∼ Exp(0.01)

The posterior, P (µ, σ2|y), was sampled using the Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, returning 70000 samples with a 20000 sample burn-in
period, thinned by 5.
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2.10 Population activity

To visualize the population activity, the activity (spike rate) of each neuron was first nor-
malized by calculating the z-scores over time. Each trial was binned into 100 ms windows
from 2 seconds before the stimulus onset to 2 seconds after the stimulus onset. The firing
rate in each bin was taken as the number of spikes in the bin divided by the bin width.
Since the maximum firing rates of neurons varied widely, each neurons average activity was
normalized by calculating the z-score of each bin.

Due to the large variability in activity time courses, some neurons increasing in time,
others decreasing in time, the neurons were clustered according to their average z-scores.
Clustering was performed with a GMM fit to the average z-scores of all the neurons, varying
the number of clusters and using the model with the smallest BIC. The average activity for
each cluster was found by averaging the z-scores of the neurons in the individual clusters.

2.11 Variance explained by goals

Neuronal selectivity to past and future goals was determined using analysis of variances
(ANOVA). The variance explained by goals was calculated using a two-way ANOVA to find
the variance within groups, σ2, and the variance between groups, σ2

PG, σ2
FG, and σ2

PG∗FG.
The percent variance explained by a group

σ2
X

σ2 + σ2
PG + σ2

FG + σ2
PG∗FG

× 100,

where X is PG, FG, or PG ∗ FG. The PG ∗ FG interaction gave the variance explained
by switch-stay trials, i.e. LR and RL vs. LL and RR trials. To ensure homoscedasticity i.e.
equal variances within groups, we used the square roots of the firing rates as input for the
ANOVA model.

2.12 Population selectivity

For population analyses, the activity of each neuron was taken in 50 ms bins from 1 second
before to 1 second after time points in the trials (e.g. entering the center port, leaving the
center port). In each time bin, a two-way ANOVA returned F-statistics and p-values for PG,
FG, and the PG-FG interaction, for all neurons. The false discovery rate was constrained to
5% in each time bin [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995].

For the analysis in Figures 3.5A-C, spike rates were found for each neuron from 50 ms
before to 50 ms after the rat leaving the time points. The trials were split into two groups,
left/right PG or left/right FG. The mean activity was found for each group by bootstrapping
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with 1000 samples. A significant difference in firing rates was tested using a two-tailed Mann-
Whitney U test. Again, the false discovery rate was constrained to 5%.

In the analysis performed in Figures 3.5D-F, the Stimulus Selectivity Index (SSI) was
calculated to obtained a normalized value for stimulus preference. SSI was calculated from
the bootstrapped mean activity found from the population analysis shown in Figures 3.5A-C:

SSI =
rleft − rright
rleft + rright
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Results

We recorded 223 neurons from 4 rats. Of those, only neurons with average firing rates
above 0.5 Hz were selected. The remaining 197 neurons were further analyzed. Trials where
the time from leaving the reward port to entering the center was greater than 20 seconds
were discarded as the rats were likely distracted or otherwise not actively performing the
task. Our analysis revealed nearly no differences between cued and uncued trials. Selectivity
calculated with a one-way ANOVA, similar to the analysis used for goal encoding, showed
only three significantly selective neurons over the entire task. No other significant and/or
consistent results were found. Therefore, all results reported below are analyzed with data
from both tasks combined.

3.1 Behavior

We successfully trained rats to perform the double alternation task for both cued and uncued
trials (see Figure 3.1). The rats were trained for approximately two months before reaching
criteria performance (75% correct uncued trials) for the full task. Performance worsened
after surgery, but improved in the days after recovery while performing electrophysiological
recordings, as shown in see Figure 3.1A for one rat. Our behavioral task joins relatively
few experiments using double alternation tasks with rats. One of the earliest successful
double alternation tasks involved training rats to press a lever in a LLRR or UUDD pattern
[Schlosberg and Katz, 1943]. The authors presented each rat with a lever for 12 hours a day
for four months. Out of 12 rats, 10 learned the task successfully. Two of the rats performing
the UUDD task responded correctly on 59% and 67% of the first 50 trials averaged over
three and half months of testing. Warburton and Heise (1972) reported a two-lever spatial
double alternation task on which rats made zero errors in roughly 33% of LLRR blocks
(averaged over 5 rats) [Warburton and Heise, 1972]. Our three best-trained rats were able
to complete 23%, 25%, and 45% (averaged over the final three recording sessions) of the 10
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trial uncued blocks in a session with no errors. Warburton and Heise introduced a 10-second
delay between trials, while we did not enforce any delay, which could explain the better
performance on our task.

Task performance decreased as the time between leaving the reward port and initiating
the next trial, the delay time, increased, as shown in Figure 3.1C. Regression analysis in-
dicated the performance decreased significantly over time for both cued and uncued trials
(p < 1 × 10−5 and p < 1 × 10−9, respectively). The time for performance to reach chance,
the memory retention duration, was calculated using a Bayesian model. Posterior samples
indicate the mean retention duration is 9.6 s (HPD 95% interval = {7.5s, 12.5s}) as shown
in Figure 3.1D. Comparatively, rats performing a similar single alternation task with con-
trolled delays perform at chance after a 20 second delay [Horst and Laubach, 2012]. In an
experiment involving monkeys, control subjects performing a spatial alternation task reached
chance after a 40 second delay [Levin et al., 1988]. Other spatial alternation experiments
involving radial arm mazes have reported memory retention after multiple hours, but this
retention is not related to working memory because it is disturbed when landmarks near the
experiment chamber are moved [Dudchenko, 2004]. From our results, we suggest that the
higher cognitive demand of our task, holding two bits of information in memory, reduces the
memory retention duration. However, it is possible that including a controlled delay period
might improve performance for longer delay durations.

3.2 Past goal, future goal, and switch-stay selectivity in
individual neurons

We expect neurons encoding working memory to be selective for specific stimuli. During the
two-second interval around the time of choice, we looked for selectivity for the past goal and
future goal. Figure 3.3A shows the activity of a neuron recorded during performance of the
task grouped into four task trajectories. The increased activity during the center hold period
for left-to-right and left-to-left trajectories indicate selectivity for past goals. As shown
in Figure 3.3B, the neuron is significantly selective for past goal (Mann-Whitney U test,
p < 2.5×10−5) over the center hold time period. Another neuron (Figure 3.3C) has increased
activity for left past goals before choice and increased activity for right future goals after
choice. Again, the neuron is significantly selective (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 2.5×10−5) for
future goal during the period between choice and reward (Figure 3.3D). Finally, some neurons
showed selectivity for switch-stay trials, that is, trials where the future goal is opposite or the
same as the past goal. An example neuron with significant switch-stay selectivity is shown
in Figures 3.3E and 3.3F. This neuron is significantly selective approximately 20 ms before
choice to 350 ms after choice.

Calculating the percent variance explained by trial factors demonstrates the stimulus
time course of encoding for individual neurons. For the example neuron shown in Figure
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Figure 3.1: Behavior results. A, performance (percent of correct trials) over time for rat 3.
Gray markers are performance on cued trials, black markers are performance on uncued trials.
The dashed line denotes chance performance, and the dotted line denotes performance when
using switch on error and single alternation strategies. B, normalized frequency of behavior
events relative to the time of response choice. C, performance as a function of delay duration.
The performance on both cued and uncued trials significantly decrease with increasing delay (p
< 1 × 10−5 and p < 1 × 10−9, respectively) as measured by regression analysis. D, uncued
trial performance as a function of delay duration with the trained Bayesian models expected
performance and retention duration posterior distribution samples (mean = 9.6 s, HPD 95%
interval = 7 s, 12.5 s).
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Figure 3.2: Population activity is modulated around choice time. A, the population of neurons
clustered into five groups showing average z-scores and standard deviations in the group. B,
normalized activity for each neuron, sorted by time of maximum activity.

3.3C and 3.4A, the variance explained by past goals peaks when the rat enters the center port
and at the time of choice. The variance explained by future goals then increases, peaking at
approximately 250 ms. The variance explained by switch encoding for the example neuron
in 5B begins increasing 100 ms before the rat leaves the center port reaching roughly 20%
at the time of choice. Lastly, past goals and future goals explain nearly 80% of the variance
in the firing rate of the neuron shown in Figure 3.4C.

3.3 Population encoding of past goal, future goal, and
switching

We then assessed the past goal, future goal, and switch encoding across the population as
shown in Figure 3.4E. The percentage of selective neurons for each factor was calculated
with a two-way ANOVA in 50 ms time bins spanning 1 second before choice to 1 second
after choice. In each bin, the critical p-value for rejecting the null hypothesis was chosen
such that the false discovery rate was 5% (see methods section).

In the delay period between leaving the reward port and entering the center port, roughly
15% of the population was significantly selective for past goal at some time. The population
selectivity for past goal peaked at entering the center port with approximately 25% (48/197)
of the neurons being significantly selective. Over the center hold period, this population
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A B

C D

E F

Figure 3.3: individual neurons encode past and future goals, and goal switching. A, C, E, peri-
event histograms for individual neurons showing selectivity for past goal, future goal, and switch
trials, respectively. Gray shaded areas indicate the time range for entering the center port (left
area) and the time range for entering the reward port (right area). B, D, F, for the neurons shown
in A, C, and E, the trials have been grouped together by past goal, future goal, switch-stay trials,
respectively. Gray shaded area has significantly different firing rates (Mann-Whitney U test, p
< 2.5× 10−5).
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A
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D

E

F

Figure 3.4: Selectivity analyzed by ANOVA. A, the same neuron as in Figure 3.3C, showing
selectivity for PG when entering and leaving the center port, then selectivity for FG. B, a neuron
showing selectivity for the PG-FG interaction indicating switch selectivity at the time of choice.
C, a neuron showing strong selectivity for PG and FG. D, percent variance explained averaged
over subsets of neurons selective for past goal, future goal, and switch trials. E, percent of
neurons which are significantly selective over time in each of 50 ms bins for past goal (PG),
future goal (FG), and switch trials. In each time bin, the false discovery rate was constrained to
be less than 5%. F, same plot as E, but for percent of neurons selective for errors as tested by
a one-way ANOVA.
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selectivity dropped to 6% (12/197) of the neurons 100 ms before choice, then increased to
16% (26/197) of the neurons at the time of choice.

The two-way ANOVA analysis also tested the interaction between past goals and future
goals, equivalent to a statistical test for switch trial selectivity. Switch trial encoding begins
just before leaving the center port, peaking at 16% (24/197) of the neurons being selective
for switch trials in the 50 ms after leaving the center port. In the period where the rats
moved to the reward port, roughly 7% of the neurons were selective for switch trials in each
bin. Selectivity for future goals across the population increased rapidly starting at 50 ms to
100 ms after choice. The population selectivity reached a maximum at 150 ms after choice,
with 51/197 (26%) of the neurons selective for future goal. The selectivity peaked again
[50/197 (25%)] roughly when the rats reached the reward port. We also found that neurons
in mPFC encode past response outcomes (Figure 3.4F). Roughly 10% of the neurons we
recorded encoded the outcome of the previous trial, starting after the reward would have
been delivered. We didn’t find this outcome encoding at later times, for instance, during the
center hold period. In a previous study, prospective encoding of outcomes was seen, but we
did not record any such neurons [Horst and Laubach, 2012].

3.4 Time course of task encoding

To analyze the time course of goal encoding, we averaged the explained variance of subsets
of neurons (Figure 3.4D). We identified selective neurons by comparing the firing rates in
100 ms wide windows around relevant time points in the task. When entering the center
port, 65/197 neurons showed selectivity for past goals (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.017), as
well as 36/197 (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.009) at the time of choice. The intersection of
these two sets was taken as a subset of neurons [27/197 (14%)] selective for past goal during
the center hold period. The variance explained by past goal was calculated for each neuron
in this subset and then averaged together. The average variance explained increases from
the baseline approximately 200 ms before entering the center port where the maximum is
reached. The encoding is sustained during the center hold period and then decreases back to
baseline shortly after response choice. A subset of neurons selective for switch trials [15/197
(p < 0.003)] was found at the time of choice. Again, the average variance explained for this
subset was calculated. The switch-stay encoding increases abruptly 100 ms before choice,
then peaks at approximately 8% just after choice. Lastly, a subset of neurons selective for
future goal [54/197 (p < 0.014)] was found when the rats entered the reward port. The
average variance explained for this subset increases 100 ms after choice, when the rat is
approaching the chosen reward port, and is sustained while the rat is in the reward port.
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3.5 Two separate but overlapping ensembles encode past
goals and future goals

Unexpectedly, we found that many of the PG selective neurons we recorded change past goal
preference between leaving the reward port and entering the center port. We first analyzed
the PG selectivity for each neuron in the population at two time points, when the rats leave
the PG port (PG-out) and when the rats enter the center port (C-in) (Figures 3.5A and B).
We also analyzed the goal selectivity when the rats enter the FG port (FG-in). The firing
rate of each neuron was measured in a 100 ms bin around these time points for each trial.
At the PG-out time point, 32/197 neurons and 15/197 neurons were selective for right and
left PG, respectively (Mann-Whitney U test, q < 0.05). At the center-in time point, 19/197
neurons and 46/197 neurons were selective for right and left PG, respectively. At FG-in,
54/197 neurons and 33/197 neurons were selective for right and left goals, respectively. We
also calculated the Stimulus Selectivity Index (SSI, see Methods), a normalized measurement
of selectivity, for each neuron at the three time points and compared the distributions (Figure
3.5D). The mean SSIs and standard error on the means were −0.037± 0.018 , 0.070± 0.020,
and −0.032±0.02 for PG-out, C-in, and FG-in, respectively. The means of the PG-in and C-
in distributions were significantly different than 0 (one-sample t-test, p < 0.05, p < 0.001).
The PG-out and FG-in distributions were not significantly different from each other, but
both were significantly different from the C-in distribution (independent two-sample t-test,
p < 0.0005). Next, we looked at goal preferences of individual neurons (Figure 3.5E). We
calculated the SSI only for neurons selective at all three time points (12/197). Of the 12
neurons, 9 changed goal preference between PG-out and C-in, then returned to the PG-out
preference at FG-in. These results are seen across two rats in this study (Figure 3.5F, G).
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Figure 3.5: population and individual neuron goal preference changes across trial time points.
A, Individual neurons show selectivity for past goal at the time of leaving the past goal port.
Each point indicates the average activity of one neuron for left PG trials (x-axis) and right PG
trials (y-axis) when leaving the past goal port. Neurons marked as × or + show a significant
difference (Mann-Whitney U test, q < 0.05, p < 0.02) between left and right PG trials. B, same
plot as A, but for spike rates found when entering the center port. C, same plot as A and B,
but for FG selectivity when entering the FG port. D, bar plot showing the mean SSI for PG and
standard error of the mean (SEM) of the population when leaving PG and entering the center
port, and the mean SSI and SEM for FG when entering the FG port. Significance is designated
as such, *: p < 0.05 (one-sample t-test)); **: p < 0.0003 (Mann-Whitney U test); ***: p
< 0.001 (one-sample t-test)). E, SSI for individual neurons selective at all three time points.
Each neuron is color-coded (red = right PG; blue = left PG) identically across time points, with
the hue sorted by SSI at PG out. F, bar plot showing the mean SSI and standard error of the
mean (SEM) at center-in and FG-n for two rats. Significance is designated as such, *: p < 0.05
(one-sample t-test); **: p < 0.05 (independent two-sample t-test)). G number of goal-selective
units in future goal and past goal groups. Hybrid neurons belong to both groups.

F,
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Discussion

We found neurons encoding past goals, a switch-stay strategy, response choice, and prior
outcomes in the medial PFC of rats performing a spatial delayed double alternation task,
suggesting that this area is involved in integrating the past, present, and future into actions.
The double alternation task allowed us to group trials into four different trajectories LL,
LR, RR, RL revealing selectivity for past goals, switch or stay trials, and the response goal
(Figure 3). Selectivity for goals during the delay period has been seen previously in a few
experiments that recorded from rat mPFC ([Baeg et al., 2003], [Horst and Laubach, 2012]).
However, in those experiments, the authors only recorded neuronal activity on LR and RL
trajectories, resulting in insufficient complexity for identifying the information encoded by
neurons in mPFC. In our experiment, it seems that PG encoding neurons activate when
the rat enters the center port, and then sustain the information during the center hold
period (Figure 3.4D). Similar patterns of activity, an increase in the explained variance
when the stimulus is stored and then sustained over a delay period, have been found in the
dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) of monkeys performing a visual delayed response
task [Warden and Miller, 2010]. It appears that the past goal information is not loaded into
working memory until the rat enters the center port, rather than when leaving the past goal
port. However, since the task performance decreases with delay duration (Figure 3.1D), it
seems that the memory must have been stored prior to the rats reaching the center port.
Therefore, it is likely that the neurons are recalling the past goal upon entering the center
port and then sustaining the information until it is used.

At the end of the center hold period, just after the go stimulus plays, neurons encoding
a switch-stay strategy activate (Figures 5D and 5E). A similar result has been seen in the
dlPFC of monkeys performing a cued switch-stay task [Tsujimoto et al., 2011]. It is ambigu-
ous exactly what the switch-stay encoding neurons in our study represent. They could recall
the switch-stay choice from the previous trial, or they could be storing the choice for the
next trial, or the neurons could encode a decision based on some external cue. Regardless,
the successful performance of this task requires utilizing at least two bits of information and
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our results suggest these two bits are to switch or stay and the past goal.
We found neurons that encoded the future goal on approach to the reward ports, after the

switch-stay choice was made. Similarly, a study of rats performing a two-armed bandit task
found that neurons in the PL/IL areas encoded goal choice upon approach [Sul et al., 2010].
Our analysis shows no evidence of future goal planning before the go stimulus, unlike in
the frontal orienting field (FOF, a.k.a. medial agranular cortex, AGm), an area associated
with rat prefrontal cortex [Erlich et al., 2011]. Roughly 10% of the neurons we recorded
encode trial outcome. This is similar to previous results in rats ([Sul et al., 2010], [Horst
and Laubach, 2012]). Outcome encoding has also been seen in the anterior cingulate area
of rat mPFC [Hyman et al., 2013]. The PL/IL areas of mPFC in rats are known to have
connections with the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and nucleus accumbens (ACC), both of
which are associated with reward [Gabbott et al., 2005], [Vertes, 2006].

Unexpectedly, we also found that goal preference of individual neurons and the population
shifted over time from the past goal port to the center port Figure 3.5. At the past goal, the
population of neurons preferred the right goal. However, when entering the center port, the
population had shifted into preferring the left goal. Then later, the population had shifted
back to preferring the right goal. Of the neurons selective at each of these time points
(47, 65, and 87, respectively), only 15 were selective at the past goal port and the center
port, while 12 of those were selective at all three time points. Of those 12 neurons, 9 of
them switched goal preference along with the population. This suggests that there are two
functional groups of neurons, one encoding past goals (at the center port) and one encoding
future goals (at and approaching the reward ports), and that we found at least 9 neurons
that belong to both of these functional groups. These results are found in two of the four
rats we recorded from (Figure 3.5E). This same separation of spatial goal encoding has been
seen in PFC of monkeys [Genovesio et al., 2006]. The difference in goal preference between
the groups was also seen in a later experiment by the same group [Tsujimoto et al., 2008].

Our task included a control block consisting of cued trials such that the rats might
use reference memory instead of working memory. However, our analyses failed to find a
consistent or significant effect of cueing on neuronal activity. A possible explanation for
this result is that the rats performed the same strategy regardless of cues because neurons
in rat mPFC are known to code differently when switching strategies [Rich and Shapiro,
2009]. It is reasonable to assume that the rats might not have been aware if the next trial
would be cued or not, so always employed the same strategy. Also, we often observed rats
leaving the center port towards the correct goal port before the go sound had played. In
an alternation task in a T-maze, Dudchenko manipulated extramaze cues during the delay
period [Dudchenko, 2001]. Similar to our results, while the rats performed worse, they still
performed above chance even though the cues weren’t available.

A flaw in our experiment is that we did not control for the angle of the rats’ heads in
the center port. Indeed, rats coming from the left port often fixed their hindquarters and
rotated the front legs and head to the center port. In this way, the head was pointed to
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Chapter 4. Discussion

the right for left past goal trials and pointed to the left for right past goal trials. This
could be improved in the future by constraining the posture using barriers around the center
port as in Horst and Laubach’s experiment [Horst and Laubach, 2012]. However, a study
of neural activity of freely moving rats found no neurons with activity correlated with head
direction [Poucet, 1997]. Another concern is that selectivity might arise from selectivity
for positions between left and right goal ports. Previous research has shown that neurons
in the mPFC are not spatially selective unless a location has relevance to the task being
performed [Poucet, 1997], [Hok et al., 2005]. Also, many of the neurons selective for PG
showed activity changing in time while the rat was stationary in the center port (see Figures
3.3A and 3.4A for examples). Secondly, 25% of the neurons were selective when the rats
entered the center port, decreasing to nearly 5% later in the center hold period. It appears
that there are network dynamics involving PG encoding while the rat is stationary. The
switch-stay encoding can’t be explained by position, head angle, or movement since all are
opposite between switch trials (LR, RL) and between stay trials (LL, RR). Furthermore, the
switch-stay encoding occurs before the rats leave the center port.

In conclusion, our results show that neurons in the medial PFC of rats are involved in
multiple aspects of a complex spatial alternation task, both individually and as a population.
Unlike all previous spatial working memory tasks in rats, the double alternation task allows
us to separate past goals from future goals in the neuronal signal. This ability allowed us
to find neurons that encode past goals, switch-stay strategy, and future goals. Along with
neurons encoding outcomes, we have found neurons coding for nearly all cognitive aspects
of the behavioral task. The separation of past goal and future goal encoding populations in
rat mPFC, along with our other results, present many parallels between dorsal-lateral PFC
of monkeys suggesting that the two structures are at least analogous, if not homologous,
across the species. Finally, our results along with anatomical findings reveal that “affec-
tive/motivational and spatial/contextual information converge at [mPFC] for goal-directed
actions,” as Vertes suggest [Vertes, 2006].
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, I described the neuronal encoding of working memory and other behavioral
related information in the medial prefrontal cortex of rats. To do this, we developed a novel
delayed double alternation task. We found that neurons in rat mPFC encode various task
information: past goals, future goals, the switch-stay strategy, and response errors. All this
information seems to be combined in the mPFC and integrated into behavior necessary to
receive reward while performing the task. We also found that two separate but overlapping
groups of neurons encode past goals and future goals, with opposite goal preferences. These
groups are most likely involved in separate cognitive functions, the past goal group in working
memory and the future goal group in action selection. The medial PFC of rats is particularly
situated anatomically for integrating external information and internal goals into actions
[Vertes, 2006]. We have shown this being performed functionally in mPFC, and that this
area in rats is highly analogous with the dorsal lateral PFC in primates.

I believe that my findings are a direct result of the increased complexity of the task com-
pared to previous experiments in rats. Many of these experiments utilized delayed (single)
alternation tasks [Horst and Laubach, 2012], equivalent to research in primates in the early
1970s [Niki, 1974a]. While our results are not novel compared to those found in studies with
non-human primates, we reproduced findings within the last 5-10 years of monkey research
[Tsujimoto et al., 2008], advancing the study of working memory in rats by nearly 40 years.
Our experiment shows that rats can learn to perform behavioral tasks as complex as those
in primate studies, and that rats are an appropriate model for studying working memory.
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